CAX APPLICATIONS
CONNECTING THE UNCONNECTED
In recent years the product range at our clients increased significantly.
Parallel to that, the product development cycle decreased in time.
Overall, the complexity is increasing in a quick manner. Handling this
challenge is only possible by automizing more and more elements
in the product development process that used to be carried out by
hand. The enablers of this are CAx software and applications.
CAX SOFTWARE AND CAX APPLICATIONS
The spectrum of CAx covers the fields of Computer Aided Design
(CAD), Engineering (CAE), Manufacturing (CAM) and more. For all of
these areas third-party software tools with extensive functionality
can be found. These tools can be summarized by the term CAx software (e.g. CATIA V5 and Siemens NX as common CAD software).
Any additional software to the off-the-shelf product, such as an addon, macro or application is characterized as a CAx application.
WHY ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS?
The idea is to connect the unconnected (tools) and therefore realize
unknown potential in the product development process. This is
possible by making use of the CAx software`s “back door”, the socalled application programming interface (API). With the help of
the API a bidirectional exchange of data and tasks is possible.
In other words, an example solution of a CAx application is a desktop
application that works as follows:
A user fills in input data in the graphical user interface of the CAx
application
A calculation is executed in the background (e.g. in Matlab)
An optimization routine finds the best layout, meaning that the 		
calculation is repeated by varying the parameters within userdefined boundaries
The results are directly exported and a 3D CAD product is generated

OUR ADDED VALUE
Connecting CAx domain knowledge
with IT proficiency
Reducing product development time
and costs
Ensuring quality standards
Maximizing performance
Connecting third-party software with
self-developed modules
Integration of optimization and
machine learning
System independence
CAD (Siemens NX, Catia V5, etc.)
CAE (ANSA, 3DCS, Matlab, Adams, etc.)
Databases (Oracle, Access, etc.)
Python, C#, XML, etc.
Desktop/Web/Mobile
Realizing unknown potential
Over ten years of expertise

NEXT LEVEL ENGINEERING
…WITH CAX APPLICATIONS
Our clients face an era in which more and more data is generated each day. The same applies to the product
development process. This data can range from results of simulations to reports from a data quality process. AKKA`s
CAx applications have the potential to make use of the available data. Two potential use cases are the implementation of optimization routines as well as data science methodology.
FROM THE ABSTRACT IDEA TO A SPECIFIC USE-CASE
In a reference project of a product design process, our CAx application made the effort of more than three weeks
of manual work redundant and a new model can be created within hours. As a consequence, the client is now
able to get to a physical product faster at lower costs (no external engineering needed) while at the same time the
product gained a higher level of quality due to the built-in optimization routine.
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AKKA can start from scratch, starting from the analysis, building necessary mathematical models and providing a
turn-key solution based on a state-of-the-art user experience and graphical user interface. The offer is completed
by professional DevOps. AKKA`s CAx Applications brings digital product development to the next level.
The potential for further development is immense:
CAD/CAE interface: the exchange of product manufacturing information (PMI) is often error-prone and costly
simulations have to be repeated. With a CAx application featuring a machine learning based anomaly detection,
these errors can be reduced to a minimum
CAD/CAM interface: a CAX application is a catalyst to enrich a CAD model with additional meta data, which can
be converted to directly feed manufacturing processes or machines
Clients who have trusted us in the past range from OEMs to suppliers as well as small and medium size companies
in the fields of product development and engineering.
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